
REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES
SANDIGANBAYAN

QUEZON CITY

THIRD DIVISION

PEOPLE OF THE
PHILIPPINES,
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ROMULO DE MESA FESTIN,
et aL,

Present

Accused. CABOTAJE-TANG, P.J.,
Chairperson,
FERNANDEZ, B., J. and
MORENO, R., J.

I:!:omulfla!ed:
Y~~l~

l(-----------------------------------------------------------------~----- ~

RESOLUTION

CABOTAJE-TANG, PJ:

This resolves accused Romulo De Mesa Festin's
Explanation/ Comment on Preventive Suspension dated April
25,2019.1

In its Resolution dated March 27, 2019, the Court gave
accused Festin a non-extendible period of ten (10) days from
notice of the said order within which to explain why he should
not be preventively suspended from office pursuant to Section
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13 of Republic Act No. 3019 and Section 4, Rule VIII of the
2018 Revised Internal Rules of the Sandiganbayan.?

In his subject explanation/comment, accused Festin
claims that the provisions of Section 13 of R.A. No. 3019 on
the suspension of any public officer has been superseded by
Section 5 of R. A. No. 51853 which provides:

SECTION5. Suspension and Removal of
Elective Local Officials. -' Any provisions of law to the
contrary notwithstanding, the suspension and removal
of elective local officials shall be governed exclusively by
the provisions of this section.

The grounds for suspension and removal of
elective local officials are the following: (a) disloyalty to
the Republic of the Philippines; (b) dishonesty; (c)
oppression; and (d) misconduct in the office.

Written subscribed and sworn charges against any
elective provincial and city official shall be preferred
before the President of the Philippines, against any
elective municipal official before the provincial governor
or the secretary of the provincial board concerned; and
against any elective barrio official before the municipal
or city mayor or the municipal or city secretary
concerned.

Within seven days after the charges are preferred,
the President, Governor, or Mayor, as the case may be,
or his duly authorized representative, as provided in the
preceding paragraph, shall notify the respondent of
such charges. The President, Provincial Board and City
or Municipal Council, as the case may be, shall hear
and investigate the truth or falsity of the charges within
ten days after receipt of such notice: Provided, That no
investigation shall commence or continue within ninety
days immediately prior to an election. The preventive
suspension of the respondent officer shall not extend
beyond sixty days after the date of his suspension. At
the expirationof sixtydays, the suspendedOffice/?

2 p. 642, ibid. ~
3 An Act Granting Further Autonomous Powers to Local Governments or the Decentralization rct 0l\J967
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be reinstated in office without prejudice to the
continuation of the proceedings against him until their
completion, unless the delay in the decision of the case
is due to the fault, neglect or request of the suspended
officer, in which case, the time of delay shall not be
counted in computing the time of suspension: Provided,
however, That if the suspended officer shall have been
found guilty as charged before the expiration of the
thirty days, his suspension, in the case of municipal
and barrio officials, may continue until the case is
finally decided by the ProvincialBoard.

The respondent shall have full opportunity to
appear and defend himself in person or by counsel, to
confront and cross-examine the witnesses against him
and to require the attendance of witnesses and the
production of documentary evidence in his favor
through the compulsory process of subpoena or
subpoena duces tecum.

Within thirty days after the end of investigation,
the President, Provincial Board, City or Municipal
Council, as the case may be, shall render its decision in
writing, stating clearly and distinctly the facts and the
reasons for such decision and shall immediately furnish
copies of the decision to the respondent and all
interested parties: Provided, That the penalty of
suspension shall not exceed the unexpired term of the
respondent: Provided, further, That the penalty of
suspension or removal shall not be a bar to the
candidacy of the respondent so suspended or removed
for any elective public office as long as he meets the
qualifications so required for the office: And provided,
finally, That the decision shall not preclude the filing of
criminal actions arising from the same charges as
provided for under existing laws.

In case of appeals from decisions of suspension or
removal, the provisions of existing laws shall continue
to be applicable.

According to accused Festin, these cases "were hatched
by accused'[s] political nemesis on the basis of pure political
reasons and mere political harassment." Thus, he argues that

c:?r
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the very purpose of Section 5 of R.A. No. 5185 is to prevent
and forestall these kinds of moves by political protagonists,
whereby the Honorable Court's power to suspend pendente lite
may wittingly or unwittingly be used by political interests for
political purposes. He further requests that the Court's power
to suspend "during this crucial election period" be tempered
with prudence considering that accused Festin is running for
an electivepost this May 13, 2019 elections.

To be sure, the provision of Section 5 of R.A. No. 5185
"solely embraces administrative investigations." This issue
was passed upon by the Supreme Court as early as 1969 in
Luciano vs. The Provincial Governor:4

We must have to harmonize the Decentralization
Act of 1967 with the Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices
Act. When Section 5 of the Decentralization Act of 1967
governing "Suspension and Removal of Elective Local
Officials" - upon which the Sarcos decision was
anchored - provided for its first paragraph that "[a]ny
provision of law to the contrary notwithstanding, the
suspension and removal of elective local officials shall
be governed exclusively by the provisions of this
section," it was not meant to include suspension and
removal under the Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act.
For, said Section 5 solely embraces administrative
investigations. Proof that the anti-graft legislation is
outside the ambit of Section 5 of the Decentralization
Act is furnished by the second, third and penultimate
paragraphs od said section, viz:

"The grounds' for suspension and
removal of elective officials are the following:
(a) disloyalty to the Republic of the
Philippines; (b) dishonesty; (c) oppression;
and (d)misconduct in the office."

Written subscribed and sworn charges
against any elective provincial and city
official shall be preferred before the
President of the Philippines, against any
elective municipal. official before the

• 28 SCRA 517 (1969), cited in Ohveros vs. Vmaluz, 57 SCRA 163 (1974) 77
~\
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provincial governor or the secretary of the
provincial board concerned; and against any
elective barrio officialbefore the municipal or
city mayor or the municipal or city secretary
concerned.

. . . Provided, That the penalty of
suspension shall not exceed the unexpired
term of the respondent: Provided, further,
That the penalty of suspension or removal
shall not be a bar to the candidacy of the
respondent so suspended or removed for any
elective public office as long as he meets the
qualifications so required for the office: And
provided, finally, That the decision shall not
preclude the filing of criminal actions arising
from the same charges as provided for under
existing laws.

The last provision of the penultimate paragraph
above-quoted sets the administrative case apart from
the criminal; and the limitations on the penalties of
suspension and removal above-quoted contradict the
Anti-Graft and Corrupt' Practices Act which punishes
the offender to. amongst others. "perpetual
disqualification from public office."

There is reasonable ground to believe that
Congress did really apprehend danger should the power
of suspension in consequence of a criminal case under
the Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act be lodged in
any authority other than the court. Quite apart from
the fact that the court has a better grasp of the
situation, there is one other factor, and that it is, the
rights of the person accused. The court could very well
serve as a lever to balance on one equation the public
interests involved and the interests of the defendant.
And then, there is the danger that partisan politics may
creep in. The hand of political oppression cannot just be
ignored especially if the majority of the Provincial Board
and the defendant public local elective officer are on
opposite sides of the political fence. Power may be

/71t
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abused. Conversely, if both are of the same political
persuasion, the suspending authority will display
reluctance in exercising the power of suspension. It is
thus that the statute should catch up with the realities
of political life. There is indeed the dispiriting lesson
that in a clash between political considerations and
conscience it is the latter that quite often gets dented.
Hard to pigeonhole is the .timely observation made by
Mr. Justice Fernando in Sarcos vs. Castillo, supra, thus:

Therefore, since suspension is incident to
removal and should proceed from one who should
logically do so, and considering that in the
operation of a given statute fairness must have been
in the mind of the legislators, we brush aside
needless refinements, and rule that under Section
13 of the Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act, once
a valid Information upon the provisions thereof is
lodged with the Court of First Instance, that court
has the inescapable duty to suspend the public
officials indicted thereunder.

Indeed, it is now settled that Section 13 of R. A. No.
30195 makes it mandatory for the Sandiganbayan to suspend
any public officialagainst whom a valid information charging a
violation of that law, Book II, Title 7 of the Revised Penal Code,
or any offense involving fraud upon government or public
funds or property is file~

of benefits. - Any ~~t public officer against whom any criminal
prosecution under a valid Information under this Act or under itle 7, Book 11of the Revised Penal Code or
for any offense involving fraud upon government or public ds or property whether as a simple or as a
complex offense and in whatever stage of execution and mode f participation, is pending in court, shall be
suspended from office. Should he be convicted by fmal judgment, he shall lose all retirement or gratuity
benefits under any law, but if he is acquitted, he shall be entitled to reinstatement, and to the salaries and
benefits which he failed to receive during suspension, unless in the meantime administrative proceedings
have been filed against him.

In the event that such convicted officer, who may have already been separated from the service,
has already received such benefits he shall be liableto restitute the same to the government.

6 ViIlaseftor, et al. vs. Sandiganbayan, et. al., 547 SCRA 658 (2008) citing Bolastig vs. Sandiganbayan,
235 SCRA 103 (1994)
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In Bolastig vs. Sandiganbayan,7 the Supreme Court
emphasized the mandatory nature of the preventive
suspension required under Section 13 of R.A.No. 3019 in this
WIse:

[S]ection 13 of Republic Act No. 3019 makes it
mandatory for the Sandiganbayan to suspend any
public officer against whom a valid information charging
violation of that law, Book 11,Title 7 of the Revised Penal
Code, or any offense involving fraud upon government
or public funds or property is filed. The Court trying a
case has neither discretion nor duty to determine
whether or not a preventive suspension is required
to prevent the accused from using his office to
intimidate witnesses or frustrate his prosecution or
continue committing malfeasance in office. The
presumption is that unless the accused is suspended
he may frustrate his prosecution or commit further
acts of malfeasance or do both, in the same way that
upon a finding that there is probable cause to believe
that a crime has been committed and that the accused
is probably guilty thereof, the law requires the judge to
issue a warrant for the arrest of the accused. The law
does not require the court to determine whether the
accused is likely to escape or evade the jurisdiction of
the court.

Verily, once the information is found to be sufficient in
form and substance, then the court must issue the order of
suspension as a matter of course. There are no ifs or buts
about it. This is because a preventive suspension is not a
penalty. It is not imposed as a result of judicial proceedings.
In fact, if acquitted, the officialconcerned shall be entitled to
reinstatement and to the salaries and benefits which he failed
to receive during suspension. Taking into consideration the
public policy involved in preventively suspending a public
officer charged under a valid information, the protection of
public interest will definitely have to prevail over the private
interest of the accused.8~

436 seRA 337(2 4); phasis supplied
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In this case, there is absolutely no question to the
validity of the Information. Thus, the preventive suspension of
the accused followsas a matter of course.

WHEREFORE, the Court hereby orders the suspension
pendente lite of accused Romulo De Mesa Festin as mayor of
San Jose, Occidental Mindoro and from any other public
positions he may now or hereafter hold for a period of ninety
(90) days from receipt of this resolution.

Let a copy of this Resolution be furnished the Secretary
of the Department of Interior and Local Government (DILG)for
the implementation of this order of suspension. The DILG
Secretary is directed to inform the Court of the action taken
thereon within five (5) days from the implementation of the
suspension.

The suspension of the accused shall automatically be
lifted upon the expiration of the ninety-day period from the
implementation of this resolution.

SO ORDERED.
Quezon City, Metro Manila

~~;&\;&O R. FERNANDEZ _ \( :Ro~' l\IQRE
ciate Justice


